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Abstract
Recent decades have seen the inclusion of acne vulgaris as a potential new indication for photodynamic therapy. Photodynamic therapy and light sources can be considered to be additional tools for primary or adjunctive therapy in patients with recurrent acne or those in whom it is not possible to use other treatments. We investigated the use of pulsed dye laser plus methylaminolevulinate for photodynamic therapy and have performed a comparative study of the use of this laser alone and as an element in photodynamic therapy.
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Estudio del empleo de láser de colorante pulsado y metilaminolevulino en la terapia fotodinámica del acné

Resumen
La terapia fotodinámica (TFD) ha emergido en las últimas décadas en el estudio de potenciales nuevas indicaciones entre las que se encuentra el acné vulgar. La TFD y otras fuentes de luz pueden ser consideradas una herramienta adicional en el empleo, como tratamiento único o adyuvante, en pacientes con cuadros recidivantes o en los que no es posible la utilización de otras opciones terapéuticas. Planteamos la utilización de láser de colorante pulsado y metilaminolevulinate para la TFD. Realizamos un estudio comparativo entre el empleo aislado del láser de colorante pulsado frente a la terapia fotodinámica.

© 2009 Elsevier España, S.L. y AEDV. Todos los derechos reservados.

Introduction
Recent decades have seen considerable progress in the development of light sources, lasers and photodynamic therapy (PDT) for use in the treatment of acne. Studies of different light sources have attempted to identify the
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most appropriate wavelength to target the pathogenic mechanisms of acne.

Endogenous PDT using different light sources has been shown in clinical trials to be effective for the treatment of mild-to-moderate inflammatory acne by acting on porphyrins produced by the bacteria (*Propionibacterium acnes*) themselves. In order to increase the photodynamic reaction and potentially treat moderate-to-severe inflammatory acne, researchers began to use an exogenous form of PDT involving the topical application of a photosensitizing agent on the area to be treated, before irradiation. In an in vitro study of tissue from albino mice, Divaris et al. showed that ALA was metabolized to protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) in the pilosebaceous units via the heme synthesis pathway. Those authors observed a more intense accumulation of porphyrins in the pilosebaceous units in comparison with the epidermis and hair follicles. The greater quantity of porphyrins accumulated in the sebaceous glands is observed under a Wood lamp, which produces reddish orange coral-like fluorescence in the sebaceous follicles, especially in those affected by acne. This type of fluorescence has been used as a simple, noninvasive technique for monitoring the destruction of *P acnes* and the efficacy of systemic antibiotics. Cornelius and Ludwig discovered that the intensity of the fluorescence, mainly produced by coproporphyrin III, was proportional to the number of bacteria. Hongcharu et al., using ultraviolet photography, observed more intense fluorescence in areas affected by acne than in the surrounding tissue. It has therefore been determined that the intensity of red fluorescence is linked to the amount of porphyrins, which, in turn, correlates with the level of colonization of the pilosebaceous follicles by *P acnes*. The study by Wiegell and Wulff of PDT using methyl aminolevulinate (MAL) used photography before and after incubation of MAL to show fluorescence in the areas with inflammatory lesions and lack of fluorescence in the noninflammatory lesions. Those authors found a statistically significant correlation between the inflammatory lesions and the high level of fluorescence of PpIX. This finding supports the theory that the absence of a photodynamic effect observed in the areas with noninflammatory lesions may be associated with a lower accumulation of PpIX.

Arkanes et al. showed that the porphyrins produced by *P acnes* were able to induce singlet oxygen on the skin surface when subjected to ultraviolet light. Emission depended on the concentration of coproporphyrin (CP), which is the porphyrin predominantly produced by the bacteria; this suggests that CP generates singlet oxygen that is efficient enough for photoirradiation in a wide range of concentrations. Furthermore, this study found that production of singlet oxygen was more effective using CP than using protoporphyrin, hematoporphyrin, riboflavine, eosin, or 8-ethoxypsoralen.

Photodynamic destruction of *P acnes* occurs when a source of visible light is applied that can activate the porphyrins produced by the bacteria. A photodynamic reaction then takes place, with the subsequent production of singlet oxygen and free radicals, which cause cell damage by destroying the lipids of the cell membrane. A recent study by Yung et al. showed the microbiologic effect of PDT after a single session, and compared the use of 2 esterified derivatives of aminolevulinic acid (ALA), specifically MAL and hexyl aminolevulinate hydrochloride (HAH), and subsequent application of a red-light source (Aktillites). In that study, the authors found a statistically significant reduction in the density of *Propionibacterium* species with both treatments; both treatments are well tolerated, with few adverse effects, although erythema is more common with MAL than with HAH. Treatment with MAL also showed a higher percentage of vesiculation and dryness, which was not observed with HAH. The effect of PDT is probably bactericidal and transitory, as the reduction in the bacterial count is temporary, with subsequent recolonization from the deeper parts of the adnexal structures. The drop in bacterial density correlates with the reduction in fluorescence. The findings of this study suggest that, given the transitory photoinactivation of *Propionibacterium* species, the improvement of the acne following PDT is due to other mechanisms and not just the photodynamic effect on the bacteria. Extensive epidermal degeneration following treatment has been observed in the follicular epithelium in the subpapillary dermis, with subsequent epidermal exfoliation, which leads to reduced obstruction of the follicles. Furthermore, PDT reduces inflammatory lesions by means of a nonspecific anti-inflammatory effect, and has been shown, in vitro, to have immunomodulating effects. Thus, biopsies of inflammatory acne lesions performed before PDT reveal increased expression of E-selectin, with overregulation of levels of the intercellular adhesion molecule ICAM-1 and of the proinflammatory cytokine interleukin-1. After PDT, there is a 40% reduction in ICAM-1 and expression of major histocompatibility complex II in the dendritic cells, which may explain the anti-inflammatory effects.

The exact mechanism of action of PDT in acne is unknown but several actions have been suggested:

- Direct photodynamic damage to the sebaceous gland, thereby causing reduced production of sebum
- Photodynamic destruction of *P acnes*
- Increased keratinocyte replacement, with reduced hyperkeratinization and follicular obstruction

Although improvement of acne has mainly been observed with relatively long incubation times for ALA (more than 3 hours), the risk of edema, crust formation, and pigmentation abnormalities is higher. In practice, the use of short incubation times (1 hour) and multiple treatment sessions make it possible to optimize clinical efficacy and patient cooperation. Several studies have been carried out using different regimens and light sources and have shown that PDT in acne is a safe and effective mode of treatment. Three possible treatment protocols have been published:

- Incubation of 5-ALA for 1 hour followed by blue light at a wavelength of 410 nm (5-10 J/cm²), at weekly intervals
- Incubation of 5-ALA for 1 hour followed by pulsed dye laser at 595 nm (10-mm spot; 7-7.5 J/cm²), at monthly intervals
PDT established the following points:\(^1\) In 2006, the members of the Consensus Conference on PDT established the following points:\(^2\):

- The best results are obtained when PDT is used in cases of inflammatory cystic acne.
- Less promising results are obtained when PDT is used to treat comedonal acne, although better results are achieved in these cases when a long-pulse pulsed dye laser is used.
- After a few sessions, acute acneiform eruptions may appear, which then disappear. The eruptions may even occur after a single session.
- The light source that appears to produce the best results for PDT in acne is the pulsed dye laser.
- In general, between 1 and 3 sessions are recommended, at intervals of between 2 and 3 weeks. Nevertheless, a member of the consensus group, Dr. Nestor, established that a single treatment with ALA and pulsed dye laser can maintain the improvement in acne for more than 2 years. These data, however, have not yet been published.

Based on the preliminary studies in the literature on the use of light sources and lasers to treat acne and on prior experience of the use of pulsed dye laser in different inflammatory diseases in the phototherapy and laser unit of the dermatology department of Ramon y Cajal University Hospital, Madrid, Spain, we designed this study of the efficacy and tolerance of long-pulse pulsed dye laser as the sole treatment for acne, compared to the use of PDT with MAL (Metvix) associated with pulsed dye laser as a light source.

To date, only 3 studies have been carried out on the use of MAL for PDT in acne; those studies obtained promising results in terms of the reduction of lesions—principally inflammatory lesions.\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\) Wiegell and Wulf also carried out a study to compare the use of ALA and MAL. No significant differences were found between the 2 sensitizing agents in PDT in acne, although adverse effects were more intense and longer lasting with ALA. Prior to our study, there was only 1 study of MAL combined with pulsed dye laser, although that study was carried out on a small group of patients.\(^6\) In that study, the authors achieved a reduction in the (principally) inflammatory lesions, with higher cure rates than with application of the laser alone.\(^7\)

**Materials and Methods**

**Patients**

We performed a prospective study of 50 patients suffering from acne with different degrees of severity; the patients were referred to the dermatology department of Ramon y Cajal University Hospital, Madrid, Spain, over a period of 20 months between 2006 and 2007. The mean age of the patients was 22.16 years (range, 14-43 years), with a predominance of female patients (62%). The acne lesions were mostly mild or moderate (approximately 32% classified in each category). Lesions were moderate to severe in 20% of cases and nodular-cystic in 16% of cases.

**Study Design**

We designed a clinical survey to collect all data on patient history, including diseases that worsened when subjected to light, hormonal abnormalities, medication, date of onset and duration of acne, and prior medication to treat acne. The study procedure and the possible risks and benefits of the technique were explained to the patients, who then provided informed consent. Prior to application of the treatment, the target area was cleaned using a 70% solution of isopropanol. Metvix cream was then applied to half of the treatment area. The area was then covered with a transparent dressing to facilitate penetration of the cream and that dressing was covered with an opaque dressing to prevent light from reaching the skin. A photosensitization incubation period of 60 minutes was established. Photographs were taken under normal light before application of the photosensitizing agent and under UV light after 1 hour of incubation. Follow-up photographs were also taken every month and at the end of the study. The photographs were taken using the Clear-Stone system attached to an Olympus digital camera, which used 3 synchronized flashes of ultraviolet light. We used a source of coherent light, which we applied to both treatment areas.

For this purpose, we used a long-pulse pulsed dye laser (595-nm V Beam laser, Candela Corporation, Wayland, MA, USA). The following parameters were used in both treatment areas: fluence, 2 J/cm\(^2\); 6-ms pulse; 30/20 Dynamic Cooling Device (DCD). The laser was applied by making a sweep of the entire treatment area, including areas of both healthy skin and skin with acne lesions. Patients were informed of the need to protect the treated area from sunlight and halogen lamps for 30 hours following the treatment sessions; for this purpose, we applied a sunblock with a solar protection factor of 50+, which the patients had to renew every hour. A survey was carried out to evaluate the subjective level of pain experienced by the patient, on a scale of 1 to 6 (1, no pain; 2, mild pain; 3, moderate pain; 4, severe pain; 5, very severe pain; 6 did not know or did not answer). The study protocol consisted of performing between 4 and 6 sessions at 4-week intervals. To evaluate the results, we calculated the total number of inflammatory and noninflammatory lesions before and after the treatment sessions; we also evaluated subjective levels of patient satisfaction and adverse effects.

**Statistical Analysis**

We performed a cross-sectional, comparative, controlled prospective study of the efficacy and tolerability of long-pulse pulsed dye laser compared to PDT using Metvix and long-pulse pulsed dye laser in the treatment of acne. Statistical data were processed using the SPSS software package, version 13.0 for Windows. Results with \(P<.05\) were considered to be statistically significant in all comparisons.
in the analysis. We performed a Shapiro-Wilk test and found that the variables did not follow a normal distribution; we therefore used the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-rank test for nonparametric samples when comparing the results obtained before and after treatment with the long-pulse pulsed dye laser and before and after PDT.

### Results

Fifty patients were enrolled, with a mean age of 22.16 years (range, 14-43 years), with a predominance of female patients (62%) over male patients (38%). The most frequent ages at onset of the acne lesions were 14 years in 54% of patients and 16 years in 38% of patients; lesions appeared before the age of 14 years in 2 patients and after the age of 14 years in 21 patients. All patients had undergone prior treatment. A majority of patients had used topical treatments (34% of patients). Patients had taken oral antibiotics in 22% of cases and oral isotretinoin in 22% of cases. Among the other patients, 10% were taking oral contraceptives and 12% combined oral antibiotics with topical treatments. In terms of patient history, none of the patients were taking photosensitizing drugs or presented photosensitivity, diseases aggravated by light, hypersensitivity to the active ingredient of the drug or its excipients, suspected malignant pigmented lesions in the treatment area, or a history of prior scarring. Ninety-two percent of patients reported no relevant medical history, whereas 8% reported only the following: 2 cases of Gilbert syndrome, 1 case of autoimmune polyglandular syndrome, and 1 case of epilepsy controlled with treatment.

The predominant site of the lesions was the face (82%); of the remaining patients (18%) had lesions on the back.

Most patients who received treatment with pulsed dye laser reported no pain (42%) and 30% and 24% of patients reported mild and moderate pain, respectively. Only 2 patients reported severe pain. The percentage of patients receiving PDT who reported no pain was similar to that of patients receiving pulsed dye laser treatment, as were the percentages of patients who reported mild or moderate pain.

The percentage of cases of erythema was slightly higher in patients who received PDT than in patients who were only treated with pulsed dye laser. Only 1 case of severe erythema was reported following PDT and no cases were reported following application of the pulsed dye laser.

The subjective level of satisfaction was evaluated globally both for the use of laser treatment alone and for PDT. Fifty-two percent of patients reported satisfaction with the results, whereas 22% reported no change in their acne lesions.

Patients underwent 4 treatment sessions in 44% of cases and 6 sessions in 56% of cases. The decision to administer either 4 or 6 sessions was taken based on the course of the disease and the results obtained with each treatment.

In terms of adverse effects, in all the patients (those who received laser treatment alone and those who were treated with PDT), only 2 cases of residual hyperpigmentation were observed and these cases resolved after between 2 and 3 weeks.

The following results were obtained in the comparative study of the application of pulsed dye laser and PDT, using the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-rank test:

1. Study of total lesions (inflammatory and noninflammatory) (Table 1, Figures 1 and 2):
   - The number of lesions was reduced by 21.94% in the half of the treatment area where only laser treatment was applied; this result was statistically significant ($P<.001$) (Figure 3).
   - In the area treated using PDT, patients presented a statistically significant ($P<.001$) reduction in the lesions of 44.39% (Figure 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Lesions Before Laser Treatment</th>
<th>No. of Lesions Before PDT</th>
<th>No. of Lesions After Laser Treatment</th>
<th>No. of Lesions After PDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Valid 50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lost 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>23.12</td>
<td>15.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>11.771</td>
<td>13.133</td>
<td>11.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentiles:
- 25: 11.00, 12.75, 7.00, 5.00
- 50: 15.50, 19.00, 10.50, 10.50
- 75: 26.25, 30.00, 20.25, 20.00

Abbreviation: PDT, photodynamic therapy.
When we compared the percentages of reductions in the number of lesions in the area treated with laser and the area treated with PDT, we found a greater reduction after treatment with PDT than with laser alone ($P=.002$) (Figure 5).

2. Study of the inflammatory lesions (Table 2) (Figures 6 and 7):
- Application of laser treatment alone produced a reduction of 17.05% ($P<.01$) in inflammatory lesions (Figure 8).
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The study of the areas treated with PDT showed a reduction of 48.97% ($P<.001$) (Figure 9).

Comparison of the reduction in the number of lesions after PDT and laser showed better results with PDT, although the differences were not statistically significant ($P=.133$). In 17 patients, the acne increased in the area treated with PDT compared to the area treated with laser and no differences were found between the 2 therapies in 10 cases (Figure 10).

3. Study of the noninflammatory lesions (Table 3):

- Application of laser treatment alone produced a reduction of 29.25% ($P<.001$) in noninflammatory lesions (Figure 11).
- Application of PDT produced a reduction of 33.42% ($P<.001$) in noninflammatory lesions (Figure 12).
- Comparison of PDT with laser treatment alone shows a greater reduction in noninflammatory lesions in the area treated with PDT, although the difference was not statistically significant ($P=.229$) (Figure 13).

Table 2: Study of the Inflammatory Lesions With Laser Treatment and Photodynamic Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>No. of Inflammatory Lesions Before Laser Treatment</th>
<th>No. of Inflammatory Lesions Before PDT</th>
<th>No. of Inflammatory Lesions After Laser Treatment</th>
<th>No. of Inflammatory Lesions After PDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>7.266</td>
<td>8.286</td>
<td>7.148</td>
<td>6.893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentiles</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: PDT, photodynamic therapy.

Figure 5: Graphic representation of levels of reduction of the total number of lesions after laser treatment and after photodynamic therapy (PDT).

Figure 6: Improvement after 6 sessions of photodynamic therapy.
Discussion

Research has been carried out since the 1990s on the use of light sources and lasers in the treatment of acne, based on 3 possible mechanisms of action: a) photoactivation of the endogenous porphyrins that \( P \) \( acnes \) produces under normal conditions; b) photothermolysis of the sebaceous gland by acting on water as a target; and c) reduction of inflammation due to the phenomenon of selective photothermolysis acting on hemoglobin and, additionally, by promoting anti-inflammatory immune responses.

In the effort to increase photoinactivation of \( P \) \( acnes \) and boost the mechanism of action on the sebaceous gland, PDT has arisen as one of the most recent advances to revolutionize the treatment of acne. PDT involves the use of exogenous photosensitizing agents that lead to increased production of free radicals and singlet oxygen, which induce cell death in a more active and intense manner than with endogenous porphyrins.\(^{15}\)

Most of the studies carried out to date on the use of PDT in acne have used ALA as a photosensitizing agent and noncoherent light sources to activate the agent. Our study is novel because it evaluates the efficacy and tolerability of PDT using MAL as a sensitizing agent and long-pulse pulsed dye laser as a light source in the treatment of acne. We also compared the results with the use of a pulsed dye laser alone.
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To date, only 1 study has reported the efficacy of pulsed dye laser and PDT using MAL and pulsed dye laser in a group of 15 patients over a short follow-up period.\(^{13}\) The factors that justify the use of the combination of MAL and long-pulse pulsed dye laser are the following:

- MAL is a highly lipophilic ester of ALA, which therefore penetrates more rapidly and deeply than ALA. Hence, MALA more readily reaches the glandular region, where the \(P\) acnes bacteria are concentrated.\(^{16}\)

- MAL is more selective for diseased skin than ALA, which tends to accumulate in both healthy and diseased skin. Accumulation of ALA in healthy skin also causes a photodynamic reaction in these areas, which explains the fact that PDT may be more painful with ALA than with MAL.\(^{16}\)

- ALA induces homogeneous deposition of PpIX, whereas deposition is in the form of spots with MAL. This means that treatment using MAL can be more effective in areas where it is intended to act, as the photodynamic reaction takes place at the site of the lesion without affecting the surrounding healthy skin.\(^{16}\)

- Adverse effects, such as erythema and edema, tend to be more severe and longer lasting with ALA than with MAL, due to the homogeneous deposition of PpIX caused by ALA.\(^{17}\)

- The use of laser as a light source makes it possible to focus the energy on the areas that really require the action, with minimal dispersal of the energy, unlike noncoherent light.\(^{18}\) This makes it possible to irradiate small areas of skin with high levels of energy and this is associated with the ability to cause fewer adverse

---

**Figure 10** Graphic representation of the differences in levels of reduction of inflammatory lesions between laser and photodynamic therapy (PDT).

**Figure 11** Graphic representation of the levels of reduction of noninflammatory lesions after laser treatment.

**Table 3** Study of the Noninflammatory Lesions With Laser Treatment and Photodynamic Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of Noninflammatory Lesions Before Laser Treatment</th>
<th>No. of Noninflammatory Lesions Before PDT</th>
<th>No. of Noninflammatory Lesions After Laser Treatment</th>
<th>No. of Noninflammatory Lesions After PDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>6.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>5.797</td>
<td>6.376</td>
<td>5.515</td>
<td>5.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentiles</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: PDT, photodynamic therapy.
effects. Other authors, however, recommend the use of noncoherent light sources, as they are better for treating superficial lesions that cover large areas.

- The pulsed dye laser has a wavelength (595 nm) situated in the Q band of the absorption spectrum of porphyrins. This corresponds to a weak porphyrin excitation spectrum located between 450 nm and 700 nm; there are 4 peaks within this range, although they are weaker than those in the Soret band of the absorption spectrum for porphyrins, between 500 nm and 635 nm.

- Long-pulse pulsed dye laser has a greater penetrating ability and can therefore act on the porphyrins located in the deeper regions of the pilosebaceous follicles.

- The pulsed dye laser has the advantage of being able to produce a variable-width pulse in the nonpurpuric range; it also has a patented DCD to minimize discomfort, a spot of up to 10 mm, and a faster treatment rate, with a firing speed of 1 Hz.

- The use of pulsed dye laser makes it possible to act on the inflammatory component of acne, as its chromophore is hemoglobin. Furthermore, it appears to induce liberation of anti-inflammatory molecules, partly because the emission of low-energy laser light has a stimulating effect on the cells, specifically T cells. It is thought that this laser eliminates the bacteria not only directly but also by stimulating the immune system.

- The low fluence of the pulsed dye laser induces production of procollagen due to heating of the perivascular dermis, which may be helpful in improving acne scars.

- Pulsed dye laser appears to reduce comedogenesis and maturation of the follicular wall.

- The photodynamic reaction induced by the combination of MAL and pulsed dye laser appears to cause a reduction in the size of the sebaceous glands and suppression of the gland function.

- The use of long-pulse pulsed dye laser has been associated with few side effects and we believe that these effects are not increased by the use of MAL.

Despite the fact that many studies have been published over the last decade showing the marked efficacy of PDT in the treatment of acne, randomized, placebo-controlled double-blind trials are still required before photodynamic treatment of acne can be submitted for approval by the United States Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency as an alternative to isotretinoin.

Our study includes certain limitations. In particular, the conclusions are based on clinical data that (as in other studies) are difficult to correlate with changes in the excretion of sebum, damage to the sebaceous glands, levels of *P. acnes*, and PpIX fluorescence.

In histologic terms, only a slight abnormality of the sebaceous glands has been shown to date; although this abnormality is thought to be transitory, it may be sufficient to reduce the production of sebum, thereby causing improvement of the acne in the long term. However, the abnormal sebocytes have been observed to return to their pretreatment histologic pattern over time.

While the specific quantitative measurement of *P. acnes* in the skin is more precise than indirect measurement using fluorescence, bacteria levels on the skin surface are different than those in the pilosebaceous ducts and do not, therefore, truly reflect the level of photoactivation of the bacteria that takes place. Moreover, as suggested in previous studies, the photodynamic reaction causes damage to the bacteria rather than their destruction; thus, when the bacteria are cultured in an ideal environment, they grow adequately. Hence recolonization of the skin by *P. acnes* may be observed several weeks after stopping treatment. This should not be interpreted as a failure of
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PDT because, as Hongcharu et al. note, as well as the direct damage to the gland and the photodynamic inactivation of the bacteria, there appears to be an alternative mechanism of action that consists of reduced obstruction of the follicles due to increased keratinocyte replacement and reduced hyperkeratosis.

Although previous studies have assessed the results of PDT in acne based on sebum secretion analyzed using Sebutape, we consider that the values obtained using this measurement are highly variable and tend to underestimate excretion. In our study, we deemed it unnecessary to evaluate this data, as we believe that it does not truly show the action of the treatment on the function of the gland.

We carried out a trial in the laser unit of our dermatology department, prior to this study, on the utility of pulsed dye laser in acne and determined its efficacy in reducing active acne lesions. In the present study, we performed PDT in patients with acne, with the novel use of MAL as a photosensitizing agent, in an attempt to increase penetration and reach the sebaceous glands. To date, only 4 studies have been published that use MAL in PDT for acne; most studies use ALA. We decided to use a pulsed dye laser as a light source instead of a source of noncoherent light, which has been used in most studies in the literature. The only previous study to perform PDT in acne using the combination of MAL and pulsed dye laser is the study recently published by Haedersdal et al.13 Our study is the broadest study to date, in terms of number of patients and follow-up period, on the use of PDT with MAL and pulsed dye laser.

In terms of methodology, we established a protocol with an incubation period of 1 hour for MAL, followed by the application of long-pulse pulsed dye laser, using a fluence of 9 J/cm², a 6-ms pulse and a 7-mm spot.

Based on our experience, we considered that multiple sessions were necessary, rather than single sessions, not only to achieve results that were maintained over time but also to achieve the results themselves, particularly when treating patients with moderate-to-severe acne. We therefore concur with the conclusions previously established by Hongcharu and Itoh. In a study of 13 patients who underwent a single treatment, Itoh et al. showed clinical improvement, but this improvement did not last more than between 3 and 6 months; the authors concluded that a single session of PDT produced reversible damage to the sebaceous glands and reported the need for multiple sessions in PDT to treat sebaceous nevus. Moreover, as confirmed in a study by Pollock et al., rather than destroying P. acnes, PDT damages the bacteria so that several weeks after the end of treatment, the area is recolonized. We therefore agree with Hongcharu et al. that the use of multiple sessions is associated with lower levels of sebum secretion, reduced follicular obstruction, and damage to and reduced size of the sebaceous glands, and that this produces better clinical results that are maintained over time than when single sessions are used. We established an interval of 4 weeks between sessions, which provides sufficient time to determine the recovery of the treatment area from the previous session and allows patients to fit in visits to the hospital to receive treatment around their personal and professional lives. Many studies use shorter intervals of between 1 and 2 weeks, while the energies used are lower and recurrence rates higher.1,5,9,14

Most studies use noncoherent light sources, generally red and/or blue light, or intense pulsed light.10,12,14 Our reason for using pulsed dye laser was not only to focus the energy on the diseased areas but also to reduce inflammation and improve scarring.1,5,20 As reported by Alexiades-Armenakas, the fluence required for the pulsed dye laser to be effective is between 7 and 7.5 J/cm². We used a higher fluence in order to ensure efficacy (9 J/cm²); this also provided good tolerability with few side effects, as it was associated with a pulse width of 6 ms in order to prevent potential abnormal pigmentation or purpura, and is also less painful for the patient. Only 1 previous trial has been published that uses pulsed dye laser with MAL for PDT in acne; in our study, we used a higher fluence and a shorter pulse. We also needed to use a greater number of sessions to achieve similar results in terms of efficacy in the reduction of inflammatory lesions.

The use of MAL as a photosensitizing agent may, due to its lipophilic nature, provide advantages over ALA, as it presents better penetration properties and greater tissue selectivity. It appears that this selectivity, which means that MAL is deposited in spots and not homogeneously, as occurs with ALA, results in less severe pain during treatment and fewer adverse effects. Fritsch et al. compared the intensity of fluorescence and production in situ of porphyrins with ALA and MAL in 80 patients, 40 of whom had normal skin and the rest actinic keratosis. Those authors found that fluorescence in normal skin was lesser with MAL and that porphyrin production in the areas with actinic keratosis was twice as high with ALA as with MAL. They therefore concluded that ALA appears to be a more efficient producer of porphyrins, leading to a greater photodynamic reaction than with MAL. Nevertheless, they concur with Christiansen et al. in that production of PpIX due to ALA is excessive for cosmetic indications. With regard to the incubation time for MAL, we concur with other authors regarding the possibility of using short periods, although we determined that it was necessary to maintain the photosensitizing agent in contact with the treatment area for at least 1 hour. When we used an incubation time of 45 minutes, we did not obtain the red-orange coral-like fluorescence typical of the accumulation of PpIX or achieve a therapeutic effect. The skin of the treated area did not show either the erythema or edema typically observed when a photodynamic reaction takes place. Although few controlled trials have been carried out that evaluate the use of short incubation times for the photosensitizing agent (between 15 and 20 minutes), we established that this period should be at least 1 hour. Haedersdal et al. performed an evidence-based review of the use of laser, light sources and PDT in the treatment of acne, and found that, in studies on PDT, efficacy and level of pain following treatment were similar using ALA and MAL, whereas erythema, pustular eruptions, and exfoliation were more intense when ALA was used than when MAL was used. Those authors also found that, in most studies, efficacy was greater and was maintained for longer when 4 treatments were used, compared to a single treatment session.
In terms of clinical efficacy, we obtained a statistically significant reduction in the total number of lesions and in the number of inflammatory and noninflammatory lesions, both with laser treatment alone and with PDT. With the application of laser alone, the percentages of reduction of the total number of lesions, inflammatory lesions, and noninflammatory lesions were 21.94%, 17.05%, and 29.25%, respectively. However, when both therapies were compared, PDT was only superior to laser with statistical significance (P = .002) with respect to the total number of acne lesions; a reduction of 44.39% was achieved with PDT, whereas application of laser alone achieved a reduction of 21.94%. In the study of inflammatory lesions alone, PDT achieved better results (reduction of 48.97%) than laser (reduction of 17.05%), although the difference was not statistically significant (P = .133). Similarly, the reduction in noninflammatory lesions was greater with PDT (33.42%) than with laser (29.25%), but without statistical significance (P = .229). However, as in previous studies in the literature, we consider that it is difficult to count noninflammatory lesions due to the course of these lesions, which may increase in number before starting treatment, without being associated with the start of treatment.

It should also be taken into account that the number of noninflammatory lesions is often small. Our results agree with those obtained in 4 trials in which MAL was used in PDT in acne and reductions were achieved principally in the inflammatory lesions. However, the differences between the application of laser alone and PDT are small, as in the other studies, and the differences observed were only statistically significant when the total number of lesions was taken into account. Greater improvement was achieved in inflammatory lesions than in noninflammatory lesions both with laser and with PDT, as has been observed in previous studies. In our case, however, the difference in the results between laser and PDT was not statistically significant.

As in the studies by Fritsch et al[10] and by Wiegell and Wulf,[16] we observed greater fluorescence in the areas of skin affected by inflammatory acne than in the perilesional skin, indicating the greater selectivity of MAL for diseased skin, as it accumulates selectively in the inflamed sebaceous glands, where it also causes a greater accumulation of PpIX. As with Haedersdal et al,[11] we observed fluorescence in the side pretreated with MAL, compared to the contralateral side. In our study, we found that, as in other trials reported in the literature, the lack of fluorescence was maintained for longer when multiple sessions were used than when a single treatment was administered. However, although the exact mechanism of PDT in acne has not been demonstrated, it is probable that PDT, as confirmed by Hongcharu et al,[1] acts not only by means of direct photodynamic destruction of *P. acnes* and direct damage to the sebaceous gland but also by reducing follicular obstruction by causing increased keratinocyte replacement and reduced hyperkeratinosis. In terms of evaluation of the colonies of *P. acnes*, although the specific quantitative measurement of bacteria on the skin is, of itself, more precise than indirect measurement using fluorescence, no studies have been published to date that quantify the number of bacteria. The only exception is the study by Pollock et al,[4] who measured levels of *P. acnes* on the skin surface, although these levels did not correlate exactly with those in the pilosebaceous ducts. Hence, the reduction in fluorescence continues to be the indirect measurement that reflects the reduction in the bacterial count. This fluorescence was found to reappear several weeks after the end of PDT, which may confirm the possibility of recolonization. The data reported in the literature and the results of our study indicate that the lack of fluorescence is maintained for longer when multiple sessions are used, compared to a single treatment session.

No patients abandoned the study due to a lack of tolerance of the treatment. The evaluation of adverse effects allows us to establish that PDT is a safe treatment. In terms of pain, patients reported a tingling and burning sensation, which they defined on a scale of 1 to 6 (1, no pain; 2, mild pain; 3, moderate pain; 4, severe pain; 5, very severe pain; 6 did not know or did not answer). Almost half of the patients reported no pain during treatment with either laser or PDT. The remaining 54% of patients, who did report feeling pain, reported mild to moderate pain (levels 2-3). The pain that manifests during PDT is known to be restricted to the illuminated area and may be a reflection of nerve stimulation and/or tissue damage caused by oxygen free radicals and probably made worse by hyperthermia. It appears that MAL may cause less stimulation of the nerve fibers and, as a result, induce less pain.[31] In fact, previous studies have shown that PDT in healthy skin is more painful with ALA than with MAL; this is because the accumulation of PpIX is greater after incubation of ALA than with MAL. Wiegell and Wulf[16] showed differences in levels of pain with ALA and with MAL when treating normal skin. However, this difference is not observed when treating diseased skin; this is because, although MAL induces accumulation in spots rather than homogeneously, the activation of large quantities of PpIX in a spot may be as painful as the activation of a treatment area with a more homogeneous distribution of PpIX, as occurs with ALA. This explains the fact that, in patients with acne treated with MAL, as in our study, pain is mild or nonexistent because the areas treated in these patients include large areas of healthy skin in comparison with the overall extent of the lesions. On the other hand, we can postulate that the use of ALA in PDT to treat acne would induce more severe pain because a greater area of healthy skin would be treated compared to lesional skin, so that the homogeneous accumulation of PpIX in the perilesional skin would cause more pain during the application of light, whereas with MAL, the accumulation of PpIX only occurs in spots in the lesions. In a recent study, Wiegell et al[32] observed pain during PDT with MAL for the treatment of actinic keratosis and of acne; the authors showed that the pain was greater in association with higher peaks of fluorescence due to PpIX and also with higher ranges of fluorescence. Two previous studies reported less pain in PDT with MAL compared to PDT with ALA in the treatment of actinic keratosis of the scalp, although shorter incubation times were used with MAL than with ALA.[33,34] Recently, Wiegell and Wulf,[16] in a study of PDT in acne, and Kuipers et al,[35] in the
treatment of nodular basal cell carcinoma, found that the application of both prodrugs, with an incubation period of 3 hours, produced no significant differences between the 2 agents in terms of levels of pain, although, in the case of acne, treatment with ALA was significantly more painful in the 24 hours following treatment. The level of pain also appears to be linked to the intensity of the light used, so that a fractioned dose of light increases tolerance and, at the same time, appears to improve the cure rate; the same is true for lower fluences.3,26

No cases of crusts, desquamation, purpura, or scarring were reported. Only 2 cases of hypopigmentation occurred and these resolved in 3 weeks. Most patients experienced erythema with slight edema immediately after the treatment session; patients reported that these symptoms disappeared during the day and did not affect their daily lives. Specifically, erythema and edema were more severe in the first 10 minutes after the start of PDT and diminished 1 hour after the end of treatment, as described by Hongcharu et al.3 The pain, burning and itching were also more intense in the first 10 minutes and subsequently reached a plateau. The burning sensation was more intense in subsequent treatments.

The erythema and edema corresponded to the photodynamic effect, indicating therapeutic effectiveness. Patients who did not develop erythema and edema showed a lack of clinical response when they presented for the following treatment session. As in the study by Haedersdal et al.,13 the erythema and edema presented more frequently and more markedly on the PDT side than on the side treated only with laser.

In this study, we show the efficacy of PDT in the treatment of principally inflammatory acne. However, we consider that limitations may arise from the development of the technique and we concur with other studies regarding the need to optimize treatment regimens in order to obtain results that are maintained over time, with few adverse effects. We believe that the use of PDT and other types of phototherapy should not be considered a substitute for treatment with antibiotics or retinoids.

Conclusions

The conclusions of this study, in which we describe our experience of the use of laser and PDT in the treatment of acne, are the following:

1. PDT, using MAL and long-pulse pulsed dye laser, is an effective treatment for predominantly inflammatory acne.
2. PDT may be considered a harmless technique for the treatment of acne, due to the near total lack of adverse effects.
3. PDT, using MAL and long-pulse pulsed dye laser, achieves better results than pulsed dye laser in the treatment of acne, principally in inflammatory lesions.

Since this study was carried out, new data has been published in the literature on the use of PDT in acne vulgaris.37-43
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